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We discuss the relation between the two mathematical interpretations of the geometric

(Berry) phase, using either the fibre bundle over parameter space or over projective Hilbert

space. It turns out that these two geometric constuctions are linked by the classification

theorem for vector bundles. The classification theorem provides the means to classify the

parameter space bundles for adiabatic evolution and for non-adiabatic cyclic evolution of
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the original geometric interpretation of the Berry phase by B. SIMON [I], a quan-

tum system traversed a closed cycle in some parameter space M • t --_ z(t), 0 _ t _<T,

, x(O) = x(T). To each point x E M is associated an instantaneous Hamiltonian H(x) and a

one-dimensional eigenspace of H(x). In this way one gets a line bundle L" Ix, Lx], where

' Lz = {cJn, x > lc e C} is the one-dimensional eigenspace of a non-degenerate eigenvalue

E,.,(x) of H(x), H(x)ln, x >= E(x)ln, x >. If lC(t) > is the state vector that develops

according to the time dependent Hamiltonian H(x(t)) adiabatically, i.e.

lC(t)>< ¢(t)i= In,x(t) ",< (i)

for all t from an eigenstate 1¢(0) >-- lh, z(0) >, then lC(T) > picks up, in addition to the

usual "dynamical" phase angle 5 = -_ fT En(t)dt a "geometrical" phase angle 7:

lC(T)> - e_(6+_)1¢(0))

Since the level crossing loci are to be excluded, M is in general non-contractible. This

allows for L to be a non-trivial line bundle and consequently any connection on L develops

a U(1) holonomy, which Simon naturally identified with the phase ei_ previously found by

BERRY [2].

A few years later, AHARONOV and ANANDAN (A-A) [3] suggested to consider the

loop in the state space, namely the projective Hilbex_ space

P(7-t) = {1¢ >< ¢1"1¢ >e = CP(ct).

Cyclic evolutions are then given by those solutions ¢ of the SchrSdinger equation with

time dependent Hamiltonian H(t), for which the state J¢(t) >< ¢(t)l traverses a closed

loop.

C't _ I_(t) >< _(t)l , 0_ t <_T with lC(T) >< ¢(T)I = I_(0) >< ¢(0)J

' (2)
3*

The cyclic adiabatic evolution is then a limiting case of an evolution given by a closed loopr

in state space. Now the natural principal bundle of norm-one state vectors is the universal
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classifying bundle 7/ " U(1) _ S °° _ P(_) which is non-trivial and possesses a natural

connection-cum-curvature. A-A showed that the holonomy of the (metric) connection

identifies with Berry's [2] in the adiabatic limit. The naturality and the uniqueness of

this geometric construction has been shown by several people [4], [5] including some of us i

[6]-[9].
This paper is devoted to explain in detail the relation between the two approaches. In

section II and III, we discuss the conventional complex Hilbert cpace, and the real Hilbert

space cases respectively. Here the eigenvalue En(x) is assumed to be non-degenerate. The

generalization to degenerate cace and the quaternionic case of Sp(l) bundles are considered

in section IV. This section also summarizes the geometric aspects of the problem. Essen-

tially, the pull-back of the universal connection on r/to the bundle L gives the Berry phase

for adiabatic evolutions. In section V, the ideas developed in the previous sections are

used to treat the more realistic case of non-adiabatic evolution of statevectors. For a par-

ticular class of quantum systems, our approach leads to the construction of non-adiabatic

(Simon's) bundle over the parameter space. The connection on this bundle yields the

geometric (non-adiabatic Berry) phase.

The topological classification of the problem of geometric phase was also discussed by

KIR.ITSIS [10]. However, we offer an alternative mathematical treatment which is more

direct in method and suggested by the physics of the problem. 1

II. UNIVERSAL BUNDLES: THE COMPLEX CASE, NON-DEGENERATE

EIGENVALUES

Let M be an oriented, smooth, compact manifold, serving as the parameter space for

the hermitian operator H(x), i.e. H(x) depends continuously on x e M. Let Er,(x) be

an isolated non-degenerate eigenvalue of H(x). Then the association x ---, In, x > given by

H(x)ln, x >= E,.,(x)ln, x > defines a line bundle L over M with fibers:

Here In, x > denotes a normalized eigenvector of H(x) which is a single valued function of ¢

1 There has been questions regarding the validity of some of the results indicated in
[10], these have been pointed out by Douglas and Rutherford [11].
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x. Let C" [0, T] --_ M be a continuous, closed loop, i.e. C(O) = C(T) -- xo, and consider

the normalized solution [_[C(t)] > of the SchrSdinger equation

• d

_l¢[C(t)]> = H(C(t))l¢[e(t)]>. (4)

Not all solutions of (4) are cyclic solutions, i.e. fulfill (2). Those [_b[C(t)] > which fulfill

' (2) are called dynamical lift of (2).

In the adiabatic limit, the situation contemplated by BERRY [2] and SIMON [1], [12],

where an initial eigenstate of H(C(O)) remains always an eigenstate of H[C(t)] i.e. where

(1) is fulfilled, the evolution is always cyclic in the sense of (2). The statevector [¢[C(t)] >

does not traverse a closed loop but picks up a phase:

[_[C(T)] >= ei(6+_)[_[C(0)] >

where _ = -_ f E[C(t)]dt is the dynamical phase angle and 7 = 7(C) = fs f_ is the

geometric (Berry) phase angle, here, f_ = dA, c9S = C and A = i < n,x[d[n,x > is the

Berry connection one form.

AHARONOV and ANANDAN [3], [4]and ANANDAN and STODOLSKY [13] realized

that instead of considering a closed loop in parameter space, C, one could consider the

closed loop in state space, C "t _ C(t) = [¢[C(t)] >< ¢[C(t)][ 6 P(7_) and drop the

adiabaticity condition. They showed that a geometric phase is also associated with a

cyclic path in P(H).

A relevant task is then to investigate the relation between the Berry-Simon (B-S)

picture and Aharonov-Anandan's picture.

Let r/be the U(1) principal fibre bundle (PFB) of A-A

r/'U(1)_S 2N+1 _CP(N) , N_oo

and E its associated line bundle. Here

r/lC><@I - {ei6l¢ > lei6 e U(1)} _-U(1)
.,

_° is the fibre over [¢ >< _[ e P(7_) = CP(oo). The fibres of E are:
It'

Eiq,><, I = {c1¢ > lc e C}
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Also define A to be the associated U(1) PFB of the line bundle L of B-S.

E _?_ 77 L _=_ A

\ / \ /

CP(co) M

The relation between 77and _ (alternatively E and L) is the following: r/(E) is the universal

classifying bundle for U(1) PFB's (¢-nne bundles); see e.g. [14]§5; [15]§19; or [16]. The

classifying theorem for U (1) PFB's states that any U(1) PFB _ over M is equivalent

(isomorphic) [15] to the pull-back bundle f*(rl) for some continuous function f ' M --.

CP(co), i.e. the following diagram is commutative:

l-

I l
g _ CP(co) and _ -_ f* (rl).

Furthermore, _ -_ f'(rl) depends only on the homotopy class [/] 6 [M, CP(co)] of f,

i.e. homotopic maps induce equivalent (isomorphic) bundles. Now, taking _ = A one has

the desired relation. Similarly, for the associated line bundles the following commutative

diagram summarizes the classification theorem for line bundles:

I"L _-- E

M _ CP(co) and L_ I*(E).

Since the induced bundle f*(rl) (f*(E)) depends on the equivalence class

[f] 6 [M, CP(co)], it is the topology of M which determines all possible U(1)-bundles

(C-line bundles) over M. For instance, if f" M --, CP(co) is homotopic to a constant map,

then one will obtain the trivial bundle; A -_ f*(rl) _- M x U(1)(L - f*(E) _ M x C). 2

_ Note that the triviality of a bundle does not necessarily imply that the holonomy
group is trivial. This is the very reason why the Berry phase is called the "geometric
phase", and not the "topological phase".
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The topology of A (L) then depends on [f] E [M, CP(c_)]. The existence of a one-to-

one correspondence between [M, CP(c_)] and H2(M, 2_), implies a one-to-one correspon-

dence between the set of (equivalence classes of) U(1) PFB's, or equivalently the set of

, (isomorphism classes of) C-line bundles, over M and H2(M, Z). In fact the image of a bun-

dle in H2(M, Z) is the first Chern class [18]. 3 The fact that it is the second cohomology

' group of M which matters, is a direct consequence of CP(oo) being an Eilenberg-McLane

space, namely K(2_,2), i.e. r2(CP(c_)) - 7z and _r,(CP(c_)) = {0} for n # 2 [19], [15].

This was actually the starting point of our original analysis.

A simple physically non-trivial example is the following [2] [20]: Let the Hamiltonian

be a 2 x 2 hermitian matrix:

! H(x)=( a b-lc)
I b+ ic d a,b,c,b 6 IR

The parameter space of simple eigenvalues if M = ]1%4 - e, where e is the line b=c=0, a=d.

_ The excluded line "digs out" a cylinder in ]lt4 with section S 2, hence M has the homotopy

-_ type of S 2. Therefore, one has

(s ) [s ( )] (c()) ~} _H 2 Poo =TZ= _E =_ CPoo -==2

_

-_ which allows for non-trivial bundles over M. The "unit" bundle in this 2_-family is the

timous Hopf (beta) bundle: 4

_ _ • U(1) -* S a --. CP(l)

In general, the following question arises: "For a given Hamiltonian H(x),x 6 M, what is

the map f' M _ CP(oo) that determines the bundle A m f*(r/)?" The answer is that f

is fixed by H, namely, f(x) = ]n,x >< n,x I = i¢5 >< Cxl e Cf(c_) where 11[¢5> ]1= 1

and it satisfies H(x)l¢_ >= E(x)l¢= >.
=

3 One can directly relate the isomorphism classes of C-line bundles to H2(M, Z) as
v

described by Kostant [17] where " V" means Cech cohomology. However, it is a well-known
fact that [Iq(M, TZ) _- H¢(M, 7£) for all q [18].

, 4 The Hopf (beta) bundle appears in many physical problems e.g. in the VORTEX=

[21] and the MAGNETIC MONOPOLE [22]. The latter is specially noteworthy, and the
_ continuous appearance of the magnetic monopole field in the context of Berry phase is

precisely for this reason.
=
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The relation among the bundles also carries over to their connections, namely there is

a "universal connection" on 77,[23], which pulls-back to A. The pull-back is induced by the

map f • M ---,CP(oo). We will give a more detailed discussion of the relation between the

connections of these bundles in section IV. In particular we will show that the connection 0

1-form of the universal A-A bundle .,7"corresponds" to the connection 1-form of the B-S

parameter space bundle.

III. THE REAL CASE, NON-DEGENERATE EIGENVALUES

If all pertinent operators commute with the time reversal operator T, and if in addition

T 2 .-= q- 1, then the Hilbert space can be taken over the field of real numbers. The associated

projective space P(7-/) is ]RP(oo), and the corresponding bundles have O(1) - 7Z2 as their

structure group. Thus the geometric phase angle is in general a multiple of Tr. Actually

this was first discovered by HERZBERG and LONGUET-HIGGINS [24], in their study of

polyatomic molec_ules long before Berry's work. 5

The simplest .parameter space is obtained by the simple symmetric real 2 x 2 matrices

(_b) with a _ c or b _ 0. Here, M - ]Ft3 - _' where _' is the line b = 0 and a = c in ]R3121].

It has the homotopy type of S 1.

Now the corresponding A-A bundle 77is the universal classifying bundle for O(1)

PFB's. The state space IRP(oo) is now the Eilenberg-McLane space K(2Z2, 1) and all real

PFB's (IR-line bundles) are classified by the first Stiefel-Whitney class wl e Hl(M, 2_2)

[15]. Therefore, we ,expect non-trivial Z2-bundles over non-simply connected parameter

manifolds. For example, for M = S 1 introduced above, _rl(M) = rl (S 1) = 2_, so one may

have nontrivial bundles.

We wolfld like to remark that in this case the holonomy does not come from a connec-

tion. Since the parallel translation is unique on bundles with discrete fibres, the connection

is flat and a fiat connect, ion produces trivial restricted holonomy [25, ch. III. Thus one gets

a "phase" only for non-contractible loops. The situation is similar to parallel transporting

along a sectional loop on a cone: although the surface is developable, the holonomy is

nonzero, and given by the cone angle.

$

5 The resulting e_n= = =i=l sign is sometimes referred to as "Longuet-Higgins" charge.
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IV. The DEGENERATE CASE

We shall now discuss the case that the Hamiltonian H(x), which depends upon a finite

number of parameters x - (xi...x m) E hT/has degenerate eigenvalues. Let E,_(x) denote

, the n-th eigenvalue of H(x) which is H-fold degenerate and let us assume that level crossing

occurs on a subset N of the parameter space .hT/.The restricted parameter space M -/tT/\N

, has then (in general) nontrivial homotopy type. The observables like H(x) and their

eigenvalues like E,,(x) must be (per assumption) single valued functions of the parameter

x E M. The n-th energy eigenstate, which is described by the N-dimensional projection

operator A,,(x) - A(x) is a single valued function of the continuously varying parameters

x __M. The basis system of orthonormal eigenvectors {IXi(x) >: i -- 1,2,...uV'} of H(x)

need not be single valued to span the energy eigenspace ?/,,(x) = A,,(x)?-/

H(x)[xi(z) >- E,.,[Xi(x) > , i- 1...iV" (5)

N"

A_(_)= _ Ix'(_)>< x'(_)l (6)
i=l

But we shall only consider the single-valued frames which (per definition) do not change

on traversal of a closed path. These single-valued orthonormal basis systems we denote by

{I,_,i .z >. i= 1..._v}. (w)

They are transformed into each other by a U(Af) (or O(Af)-) transformation Uij(x) which

is a single-valued fimction of the parameter x e M.

Ar

In,j;_ >= _-_I_,i;z > v,_Cx) (s)
/=1

These single-valued U(Af) (or O(A/')-) transformations are the gauge transformations.J7]

The suitable mathematical framework for the description of N-fold degenerate energy

eigenstates is given by the U(Af) (or O(AD) principal fibre bundle over M, which in analogy
D

to the B-S picture for the non-degenerate case will be denoted (collectively) by A_-:

I

A_" • U(A0 --* .. • -* M (9)
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The principal bundle corresponding to the A-A approach is now

nN': U(Af)--,VN,X+k(C) -'_GrH,H+k(C) (I0)

(orthecorrespondingrealcasewithU(Af)replacedby O(Af) and C by ]R)

nN: O(Af) -- V_f,_f+k(lR) --* Gr_v,jv+k(IR). (11) ,

where GrN',_v+k(C) is the Grassmanian manifold of N-dimensional subspaces or A/'-

dimensional projection operators in 7/= CAf+k (7-I = lRN+k for the real case) and V_vav+k

(C) is the manifold of X-frames in £-_'+k (Stiefel manifold). 0 This is the k-universal

bundle and G_,_f+k is the corresponding classifying space for U(A/')-resp. O(AD-principal

bundles [15]. For an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 7-/, one has to take the (inductive)

limit k _ oo,

: -.v (c)-, (i2)

We underlinethattherearesubtletiesinconsideringgeometricalobjectson the infinite-

dimensionalspacesVAf(IK)and Gr_f(]K),]K= ]RorC. But,essentially,allthefollowing

considerationsgo throughintheinfinite-dimensionalcase.

GrAf(C)isthe spaceofjV'-dimensional(orthogonal)projectionoperatorsA = A(AO,

i.e. self-adjoint operators A+ = A which fulfill A2 = A , TrA = Al. VN'(C) is the

space of partial isometries, which are operators v with the property that vv + = A.[26-29]

Physically AUv) represents quantum states that are not pure but mixed states (in which

all the properties of AIH appear with the same weight). They may, but need not be A/'-fold

degenerate energy eigenstates.

For the canonical projection _r_f: VAr_ Grx of the bundle (12) is given by

=_f(v) = vv + = h (_v) (13)

In the special case Af = 1 the bundle (10) is

7/I=77: U(1)-*S 2_+I--*CPk=P(_/) ; 7_=C k+l

6 In distinction to the non-degenerate real case, the connection for the degenerate real
case is not fiat.
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where A = A(1) are the one-dimensional projections A = IX >< XI and v is the map

v = IX >< X(°)l, IX(°) >6 _ and v+ = IX(°) >< XI. 7

The bundle of (10)-or of (12) for k -, oo- carries a natural connection, the Stiefel

• connection described by the connection form

, r = v+dv. (14)

If we choose a (local) section of _H:

0 s Vx (15)

given by the frame

S(A)={I¢I(A)}, 1¢2(A)} ,..., I¢]¢(A))} (16)

where ICi(A) >6 _/(= C_+k) are orthonormal basis sections of r/Atover A e GrN" spanning

7-/, = AT_ and fulfilling

(¢_(h)[C;(h)) = 6_j (17)

then r is (locally) represented by a u(Af)-valued one-form A on GrAr:

A,j - = (¢'ldlCJ) (18)

Parallel transport with respect to r in _/_ has been discussed in several papers for the

Abelian [4] and non-abelian [26-29] case. A closed curve

C: [0,T] 9 t _ A(t) e O c Grx ; h(0) = A(T). (19)

is lifted into a curve for the initial frame {1¢i(0) >} = (ICi(A(0) >}:

C" [0,TJ 9 t --* {[¢'(t))' i= 1,2...Af} ; ICi(T)) = E[_(0))b/J' (20)
. J

7 In the finite dimensional case (10) when the N-frame v in C_f+k is represented by
Af x (Al + k)-matrix and v + by an (Af + k) x Af-matrix, vv + is represented by an .hf x Af
matrix and v+v by an (A/"+ k) x (Al + k) matrix.
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with the non-abelian phase factor given by

The curve (20) is called the horizontal lift of the closed curve (19) and Uji is called the '

holonomy or non-abelian Berry phase factor.
t

We come now to the relation between the bundle (12) in the A-A picture and the

bundles (9) of the B-S picture.

As a generalization of the Af - 1 case, (12) is the universal classifying bundle of U(A/')

bundles over differentiable manifolds M. The U(A/') (or O(A/')) bundles over M, (9), are

classified by the homotopy set lM, Grx]. There is a one-to-one correspondence between

the (set of isomorphism classes of) U(A/')-bundles over M and the homotopy classes of

maps

f " M --, Gr_ (22)

All bundles like (9) are obtained as pullbacks

Ax f" (23)

of _Ar under f: If ] denotes the canonical U(Af) (or O(Af)) bundle morphism induced by

f, then

f* (r/_) _ _ _ r/)¢

f
M _ GrN

Each fibre of AAf is homeomorphic to the corresponding fibre of r/N and sections of OAr

pullback too: To the section S of (16) an associated section _ • M _ f*(r/Ar) can be

defined by the commutative diagram (24), ] o S = S o f.

For the U(A[) bundle (9) of the B-S picture the map f(x) is determined by the

Hamiltonian H(x) which associates to every x E M an eigenprojector A(x) E GrH

f(x) = A(x) , x E M ; H(x)A(x) = A(x)g(x) = En(x)A(x) (25)

11
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If

C" [0,T] _ t --. x(t) e M , x(T) = x(0) (26)

is a closed curve in parameter space M with

' H(x(T)) = H(x(O)) A(x(T)) = A(x(0)) (27)

• (because observables axe single valued function of the parameters) then there is a corre-

sponding closed curve (19) in the state space Gr]c:

g" [0,T] _ t --, A(t) = A(x(t)) = (f o x)(t) (28)

The principal fibre bundle (9) of B-S is now given by

A_- = f*(_,_) with f* denoting the pullback (29)

The section S = f* (S o f) in this fibre bundle is given by the single valued basis system

(8) (which is determined up to a gauge transformation Uij(x)) •

S(x) - f*(S(h(x))) = {In, i;x >" i= 1,2,...A f} (30)

which has the property
_f

A(x) = _-_ [n, i; x) (n, i; xl (31)
i--1

with the association

,=* In,i;x)

of (30) we obtain for the connection form . = f*7 on the bundle A,v - f* (rl_)

Aij(x) = (S*_)ij = (n,i;xldln,j;x) = f*Ai_ (32)

This relates the (non-abelian) A-A connection ,4_j to the (non-abelian) Berry connection

Aij.

A particularly interesting case is presented in [12] for the fermionic time reversal invari-

ant systems. Here T - -1; and i, T, and iT endow the Hilbert space with a quaternionic

structure (see also DYSON [30]). s The A-A bundle for this case:

Sp(l) ---,S 4_+3 --. HP(k) , k --, oo

s The unavoidable two-fold complex degeneracy is called the "Kramer's degeneracy".

12
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has Sp(l) -_ SU(2) as its structure group. Since in general,

the first non-trivial homotopy group of ]HP(co) is:

7r4C]HV(oo)) _ 7T3(SU(2)) "- 7r3(S 3) _ H.

However as S 3 has higher homotopy groups HP(co) is not an Eilenberg-McLane space.

The maps f : m --, ]HP(co) induce Sp(1)-bundles over M. The bundles have well-defined

second Chem classes (E H4(m, H)), which however do not classify all the Sp(1)-bundles.

V. THE NON-ADIABATIC CASE

In the A-A picture the projection operators A E GrN. represent J_f-fold degenerate

physical (not necessarily energy eigen-) states (of a given Hamiltonian for a particular

physical system).

If a Hamiltonian H(t) is given then the time evolution of a state W(t) is described

by (a generalization of the basic postulate for time evolution [31] section XII.1) the time

dependent Schr6dinger (also called von Neumann) equation

d

i-_W(t) = lH(t), W(t)] , (33)

where W(t) is in general a statistical operator. For N" = 1, W(t) - [_(t) >< _(t)[

where lC(t) > fulfills the ordinary time dependent SchrSdinger equation. We will restrict

ourselves to W (0) = AN.(0), where AN. are N-dimensional orthogonal projection operators.

Then any curve (19) closed (A(0) - A(T)) or non-closed (A(0) _ A(T)) can be a curve of

time-development of a physical state

t --, W(t) , W(0)= Ag(0) (34)

i.e. be a solution of (33).

For a given Hamiltonian H(t) not every AN.(0) will be the initial state, W(0) = Ag(0),

of a solution of (33) which is a closed curve (19):

A_(0) = W(0) - W(T) =_AN.(T). (35)

13
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But there axe (probably a discrete number of) initial states W_tic(0) = A_f (0) which are

cyclic i.e. there are W_Uaic(t) which develop according to (33) along closed curves (19)

[32]. The majority of solutions of (33) however are non-cyclic.

In the B-S picture the Hamiltonian H(x(t)) depends smoothly on the parameter x _ M

and associates to every x E M an eigenstate A_(x) E Gr_f

6

Vx e M H(x)An(x) = An(x)H(x) = E.(x)A,_(x) (36)

To a close curve in parameter space

C'[O,T]_t--_x(t) eM , x(T)=x(O) (37)

corresponds a closed curve (19) in Gr_f

C' [0,T] _ t --* A.(t) = h_(x(t)) , A,_(x(0))= A,,(x(T)) (38)

(Because observables like H and An are single valued functio,._ of the parameters

H(x(O)) = H(x(T)). The adiabatic evolution of a state W(0) = A.(x(0)) is defined

to be such that at all times (due to the gentle change of H(t))"

W(t) = A_(x(t)) (39)

An adiabatic evolution (39) would therefore (because of (38)) be a cyclic evolution.

It is easy to see that an adiabatic evolution does not exist and (39) can only be an

approximation. Because, if (39) would fulfill (33), then we would obtain as a consequence

of (36)"
.d
,-_W(t) = [H(x(t)), A_(x(t))] = 0 (40)

Thus any adiabatic evolution would be a stationary evolution W(t) = W(O). In other

words the energy eigenstate A,_(x(0)) can not be the initial state of a cyclic evolution
r

W_Uaic(0) and for a W(t) fulfilling (33) one has only

W(0) _ A,_(x(0))= h.Cx(T)) _ W(T). (41)

14
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As the eigenstates An(z) of the Hamiltonian H(x) do not provide cyclic states, we look

for a digeomorphism

F: M--_ M (42)

such that *

[-I(x) =_H(f(x)) (43)

has an N-dimensional eigenprojector/_n, which is a cyclic solution of (33). We will restrict

ourselves here to diffeomorphisms F which are homotopic to the identity. Whether such

a diffeomorphism F exists ,depends upon the physical parameters of the Hamiltonian (like

its angular frequency w = _/_ and some internal frequency):

[0,T] _ t --* W(t) =/_,(x(t)) (44)
I&_0) --/_n(x(0)) - An(x(T)) - W(T)

Then the map

]: M _ x --* £,(x) e Gr_f (45)

which associates to every x e M an eigenstate _ (x) e Gry¢ of H (x) and which associates

to a closed curve in M (37), a closed curve of states W(t) = £,_(x(t)) (fulfilling (33)) in

Gr_, can be used to construct a bundle over the parameter space.

The U(Af) (O(Af)) bundle over M is now given by

$_ =]'(_) (4_)

with ]* being the pull-back with respect to ].

$_ i"

]
M ---* Gr#

The (local) section S - ]*(S o ]) in this fibre bundle ]*(rl_f) is given by the single valued

basis system associated to

= (4S)

15



It consists of eigenvectors [_, i; x > of/_r(x).l¢, i; x > are determined up to a gauge trans-

formation Uij(x) and have the following property:

h.Cx)= Z,l$,i;x >< 4,,/;xi (49)

The canonical connection one-form _ -- ]*_- on the bundle _N" = ]* (rt_), is obtained from

, the canonical connection on the Stiefel bundle (14), which is locally represented by the

one-form (18). It is therefore given (locally) by

0 dx .A_j(z)- (_*_),,=< ;_,i;zl_l_,j;z > = ]'.% (_o)
The non-abelian geometric phase factor (21) can then be rewritten as follows

where C is the close curve (37)in M and C the corresponding (by (45)) curve in Grx.

This means that U can be interpreted as the (non-abelian) phase factor acquired after

parallel transport with respect to f*A along the closed curve C in parameter space M.

Formula (51) says that the geometric phase can be either calculated using the canonical

connection r in the universal bundle rI.A/"or using its pull-back ]*'r on the induced bundle

_.

The (non-abelian) Berry connection and phase of Wilczek and Zee [331 is obtained

from (50) in the (adiabatic) approximation in which F of (43) is replaced by the identity

map. To discuss rids in more detail we remark that (43) implies

/_._(x) = An(F(x)) and I¢,i;x >= In, i;F(x) > (52)

where A,_(x) are the eigenprojectors (36) of H(x) corresponding to the eigenvalues E,_(x)

and (In, i; x > } is the single valued basis system (7) spanning A,_(x)?/= _,_(x). The map

f -- ] o F -1 • M _ x --, h,_(x) E Gr_ (53)

induces then an isomorphism between the A-A bundle (10) (or(12)) and B-S bundle (9) as

discussed in Section IV and illustrated in the following diagram:

• ]*
1"(_)=_ _- w

, 1 1
j,

M _ Gr_f

16



As F is a diffeomorphism 9 (per assumption) the bundle morphism F" • A --_ A = F'A

induced by F is an isomorphism. This means that A and A have the same topology since

f and ] belong to the same homotopy class in [M, GrN'].

F"

l 1 •
F

M ----, M

If F fails to be a diffeomorphism for some values of the physical parameters of the Hamil-

tonian/-/(but still fulfil (43), (53)), then the topology of ,_ arid A can differ. The detailed

analysis for a particular example of this will be d.iseus_t in a separate paper [31].

Parallel transport can be defined in two alternative ways. There is first the connection

(50) given by the canonical connection on the Stiefel bundle (14). Using (52), the geometric

phase factor (51) is given by:

/.4_j = lP exp - < n, i; F(x)[o-_I 3'

In addition to (50) one can define the (non-abelian) Berry connection (locally) by:

Aii(x) --<n,i;x[-_x_[n,j;x >

The (non-abelian) Berry phase acquired after parallel transport with respect to the Berry

connection (55) is

/,/_,,.,._ = lPexp - < n,i;xl-ff-_x_

In (54) and (56), C' is the close curve (37)in M. Only in the case that the map F becomes

the identity do the Berry connection (55) and Aha_'onov-Anandan connection (50) agree.

Our arguments in here are based on the existence of the map F for a given cyclic

Hamiltonian H(x(t)). The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of F for
g

general cyclic Hamiltonians are not known, but there are examples where F exists and our

analysis applies [31]. ,

9 F is a diffeomorphism which is homotopic to the identity map.
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Conclusion

The universal classifiying U(Af) bundle (12) carries a natural connection, the Stiefel

connection. For N" = 1 this Stiefel connection of mathematics is identical with the

Aharonov-Anandan connection which was originally obtained by separating from the total

phase factor for non-adiabatic cyclic evolution of a _atevcctor I_(_) > the "dynamical"

part exp[-_ f(¢(t)lH(t)l_(t))dt] and interpreting the reminder as the "geometrical"
L J

part exp[i f[ A] defined by the A- A connection A. This brings the physics of cyclic

quantum evolution into correspondence with the mathematics of the classification theorem

for vector bundles. These considerations provide a straightforward topological classification

of the geometric quantum phase. Furthermore, they suggest a procedure for constructing

a parameter space bundle for exact cyclic evolution of a Hamiltonian which is a function

over this parameter space.

The Stiefel connection (or Aharonov-Anandan connection in the abelian case) goes

into the (abelian) Berry connection when the exact cyclic evolution becomes adiabatic.

Vice versa, tile (non-abelian) Berry connection of adiabatic evolution can be related to an

exact cyclic evolution. An example, in which the relation between the Aharonov-Anandan

and the Berry connection is discussed in all details will be presented in a following paper

[34].
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